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QUESTION 1

Consider the following code: 

var myString= "Hello World"; 

alert(myString.length); 

What is the output when you run this script in the browser? 

A. An alert box displaying the following: "Hello World", 11 

B. An alert box displaying the following: myString, 11 

C. An alert box displaying the following: Hello World 

D. An alert box displaying the following: 11 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a practice associated with the security risk known as cross-site scripting (XSS)? 

A. Inserting JavaScript code in a URL query string to perform an unintended or malicious action 

B. Using a look-alike site to impersonate a trusted site so the user will enter sensitive information 

C. Using a certificate authority validation to persuade users to accept a specialized script that can override certain
security restrictions in thebrowser 

D. Launching a JavaScript statement that has no conditions for ending, thus requiring the user to close the browser in
order to end the script 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Consider the following code using a checkbox object: 
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Which checkbox property was used by JavaScript? 

A. checked 

B. onclick() 

C. checkThis 

D. z-index 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the getElementByID() method? 

A. It returns only the first element with the specified ID. 

B. It returns an array containing all elements with the specified ID. 

C. If a match is not found for the specified ID, it will attempt searching by name. 

D. If a match is not found for the specified ID, it will attempt searching by tag name. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Maria, a 22-year old student, is testing her JavaScript application, which includes the following code: Assuming Maria
enters truthful information, what is the value of z after executing this code? 

A. No value ?error in line 1 due to missing var keyword for userAge. 
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B. No value ?error in line 1 due to multiple declarations in one line. 

C. Maria "is" 22 "years old" 

D. Maria is 22 years old 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to add a personalized interaction with your users when they enter your Web site. To do this, you can display a
JavaScript prompt on the home page that asks the user to enter her name. When the user enters text and clicks the OK
button, an alert dialog box will appear and display the text "Welcome, name" (where name is the text entered by the
user). Which choice shows the correct JavaScript code for this action? 

A. alert("Welcome, " + prompt("What is your name?", "")); 

B. alert("Welcome, ") + prompt("What is your name?", ""); 

C. prompt("What is your name?", "") + alert("Welcome, "); 

D. prompt("What is your name?", "" + alert("Welcome, ")); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to display a series of elements. Which choice demonstrates the correct syntax for an array in JavaScript? 

A. var myArray = Array(1,2,3,4,5)for (var i = 0; i " ); 

B. var myArray = new Array(1,2,3,4,5)for (var i = 0; i " ); 

C. var myArray = new Array(1,2,3,4,5)for (var i = 1; i " ); 

D. var myArray = Array(1,2,3,4,5)for (var i = 1; i " ); 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is a valid variable name in JavaScript? 

A. this 

B. that 

C. 2that 

D. 2this 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

How is the alert() method different from prompt() and confirm()? 

A. The alert() method generates a modal dialog box, which requires user action before the next JavaScript instruction
can be executed,whereas prompt() and confirm() do not. 

B. The alert() method requires only one parameter, whereas prompt() and confirm() require two parameters. 

C. The alert() method requires two parameters, whereas prompt() and confirm() require only one parameter. 

D. The prompt() and confirm() methods return a value, whereas alert() does not. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is a reason why a developer would use a JavaScript library? 

A. JavaScript libraries ensure quality code that does not harbor security risks. 

B. JavaScript libraries require a shorter learning curve than JavaScript. 

C. JavaScript libraries are subsets of Java and thus provide more powerful code. 

D. JavaScript libraries provide platform-independent code that will behave identically in any browser. 

Correct Answer: B 
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